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Abstract 
Mixed 1l2 and 1l00 norm analysis and synthesis 
problems are considered in this paper. It is shown that 
the mixed norm analysis combined with structured uu-
c:ertaiuty can. be used to give bounds on robust 1'2 and 
'H."" performance. It is also shown that the mixed norm 
controller shares a separation properly similar to those 
of pure 'H.2 or 1'00 controllers. The obvious advantage 
for a mixed norm is that it gives a natural trade-off 
between 'H.2 performance and 1'00 performance, and 
provides a potential framework for extending the µ-
synthesis framework to address robust 'H.2 performance. 
A simple example is used to motivate the possible ad-
vantages such a framework might have over a pure 'H."" 
theory. 
1 Int:i·oduction 
Standard 1'2 .;r 1{00 control begins with the following setup 
The objective is to design a controller K such that the 'H2 or 
'Hoo norm of the closed loop transfer function from w1 to z 
is minimized. The 'H00 design methodology has become very 
popular in recent yea.rs. The primary significance of 'Hoo the-
ory is that it can be combined with certain analysis methods, 
for example, structured singular value or µ analysis, to give a 
robust controller synthesis technique for systems with struc-
tured uncertainty. This particular combination of µ analysis 
and 1{00 synthesis is referred to as µ synthesis. Even though 
this is a somewhat ad hoc approach, there is no comparable 
method yet for robust 1f.2 synthesis. It should be emphasized 
that 'H00 by itself does not have much advantage over the more 
conventional 'H2 theory. 
Since 1'00 theory involves an optimality criteria a question 
that arises when applying it is should we design an optimal 
controller (or as close to optimal as possible if not optimal)? 
The answer is generally no. There are several reasons for this 
• computing the exact optimal value (to within limits im-
posed by the computer hardware) is numerically difficult 
and expensive. 
• optimal controllers tend to have some undesirable char-
acteristics when compared with slightly suboptimal con-
trollers. 
This latter point may be illustrated by a simple example. 
Shown below a.re the maximum singular value plots of 2 closed 
loop systems with different suboptimal 1{00 controllers. The 
solid line corresponds to a suboptimal 1{00 controller whose 
norm is less than .0001 % above ihe optimal, while the da..s!ted 
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line has a performance level a.bout 0.23 above the optimal. 
The optimal controller would have a horizontal line indistin-
guishable at low frequencies from the two shown. It would be 
very ha.rd to argue that the "more optimal" was better in any 
meaningful way. The more optimal controllers reduce the peak 
level by a negligible amount while degrading the performance 
substantially over large frequencies. 
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Although this is not an example with any specific engineer-
ing motivation, we believe it is likely that we would normally 
prefer the 0.2% suboptimal controller. It clea.rly has lower 1{2 
norm and it might have, for example, more desirable time-
domain characteristics. We should add that this example is 
typical, and not an anomaly. Our experience with 'Hoo control 
designs on practical problems suggest that slightly su bopti-
ma.1 controllers a.re both easier to compute and better when 
analyzed with respect to all the additional considerations that 
a.rise in a practical problem, but which a.re only approximately 
treated by the 1{00 theory. A full exposition of this issue is 
well beyond the scope of this paper, but we will consider one 
obvious point to motivate the mixed norm theory discussed in 
the remainder of the pa.per. 
Recall that suboptimal and optima.I 'H00 controllers are 
generally nonunique, so there a.re infinitely many controller 
choices for a given 1(.00 performance level. This freedom can 
of course be used to further shape the close loop frequency 
response. However, the current 'H00 theory gives no direct 
method for doing so. Hence one almost always ends up in 
picking the so-called central or maximum entropy controller 
(Glover and Mustafa, 1989), as was done in this case above. 
It is also interesting to compare a pure 'H2 controller design 
on the same problem as above, i.e., the generalized plant G 
is fixed. Then typically a 1'00 (central) controller design will 
give a lower, flatter closed loop frequency response than the 
1'2 controller. This is shown in the figure below: the solid line 
corresponds to the 1f.2 design, the dashed line corresponds to 
an 1{00 design that is 5% suboptimal, and the dotted line is a 
mixed 1f.2 and 1{00 design. Note that this plot has a different 
frequency range than the previous one. 
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These observations suggest that it would be nice to have 
a theory that directly handles both 1l2 and 1{00 performance 
objectives at the same time. This motivates us to consider 
a more general problem which achieves this goal naturally 
and also gives a unified approach to solve both 1{2 and 1{00 
control problems. Of course, the real motivation for the mixed 
problem is that 1l2 usually makes more sense for performance, 
but 1l00 is better for robustness to plant perturbations. Thus 
naturally we want a theory that handles both. 
Consider the following diagram: 
where signal Wo is assumed to be fixed and white, and w1 
is assumed to be bounded in power; the design performance 
objective is to minimize the power of the output error signal 
z. It will be seen that if only w0 is present, then the problem 
reduces to the standard 1l2 problem. Similarly, if only w1 is 
present we obtain the standard 1l00 problem. This setup can 
arise from a practical problem naturally. For instance, it is 
often desirable to keep the power or RMS value of the system 
output small. Additionally, some inputs to the system may 
have certain spectral characteristics which can be modeled as 
the output of a filter with white input while other inputs are 
more naturally modeled as signals of bounded power. 
This paper presents both mixed norm analysis and syn-
thesis results. Some earlier versions were presented in [Doyle, 
Zhou, and Bodenheimer,1989] (in short [DZB]). The first part 
presents some new analysis results and the second part presents 
the synthesis results with all the conjectures in [DZB] resolve 
positively. 
2 Preliminaries 
This section reviews some elementary mathematical and sys-
tem theoretic results. The notation used in this paper is fairly 
standard, and only deterministic signals and systems are con-
sidered. The development of the signal sets here is somewhat 
peripheral to the main theme of this paper, and will be quite 
sketchy. The objective is to motivate certain induced norms 
which are mixtures of1l2 and 1l00 norms. These mixed norm~ 
could also be motivated in a stochastic framework. 
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Bounded Power Signals 
Given a signal u(t), we define its autocorrelation matrix as 
1 1T R..u(r) := lim 2T u(t + r)u'(t)dt, T-+oo -T 
if the limit exists and finite for all T. It can be shown that 
R..u(r) = R~,.(-r) ~ 0. 
For the purpose of this paper, we further assume the Fourier 
transform of the signal's autocorrelation matrix function ex-
ists (but may contain impulses). This Fourier transform is 
called the spectral density of u, denoted s,. .. (jw): 
Su,.(jw) := L: R,.,.(r)e-i""'dr. 
Then .R,.,.(r) can be obtained from Suu(Jw) by inverse Fourier 
transform as 
1 100 . 
.R,.,.(r) := -2 Su,.(Jw)e'""dw. 11' -oo 
Note that spectral density matrices are Hermitian (Suu(Jw) = 
S~u(jw)) and positive semidefinite (Su,.(iw) ~ 0). 
We will call a signal u(t) a bounded power signal if u(t) 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(BPl) u(t) E .Coo; 
(BP2) the autocorrelation matrix .R,.,.(r) exists and is finite 
for all Tj 
(BP3) the power spectral density function S,.,.(jw) exists (it 
need not be bounded and may include impulses). 
The set of all signals having bounded power is denoted by 
P := { u(t): u(t) satisfies (BPI - BP3)} 
A semi-norm can be defined on the space of signals of 
bounded power, i.e., 
( 
1 T ) 1/2 
llullp = T~~ 2T LT llu(t)11 2 dt =(Trace [R..u(0)))112 • 
The capital "P" is used to differentiate this power semi-norm 
from the usual Lebesgue .Cp norm. The power norm of a signal 
can also be computed from its spectral density function 
1 100 llullj. = 211' -oo Trace[Su..(iw)]dw 
This expression implies S,.,. is strictly proper if it is ratio-
nal. We note that if u E P and 1iu(t)1l00 < oo, then llullp :::; 
v'fflllulloo, where mis the dimension of u. However, not every 
.C00 signal is in 'P, because the limit in the definition of the 
autocorrelation matrix may not exist. Note also that signals 
of bounded power may be persistent signals in time such as 
sines or cosines. Clearly an .C2 signal has zero power so II · llP 
is only a semi-norm, not a norm. 
The cross-correlation between two signals u and v is de-
fined as 
1 1T Ruv(T) := lim 2T u(t + r)v'(t)dt T-+oo -T 
if it exists and is finite for all T. It is easy to show that the 
cross-correlation has the following property 
• R..v(T) = R:,,.(-r); 
The Fourier transform of R..v( T) is called the cross-spectral 
density and is denoted as s .. v(iw). 
output\input !!ull2 spectrum !lulls power !lul!P 
l!zll2 llGl!oo 00 00 
llzlls 0 l!Glloo 00 
llzllp 0 llGll2 l!Glloo 
Table 1: Systems input/output gains 
Bounded Spectrum Signals 
A signal u(t) is said to have bounded spectrum if u E 1' and 
l!S,.,.(iw)lloo < oo, and the set of such signals is denoted as 
S := {u(t) E Rm : !IS,.,.(jw)!loo < oo} C 1'. 
The quantity !lull. := l!S,.,.(jw)l!~2 is a seminorm on S. 
The engineering relevance of the set S is that it can be 
used to model signals with fixed or bounded spectral charac-
teristics. Similarly, 1' could be used to model signals whose 
spectrum is not bounded but which are bo1111ded in power. 
In both cases, these signals can be passed through weight-
ing filters to produce signals with desired frequency content. 
We will primarily view the signals in S and 1' directly in the 
frequency domain in terms of their spectrums. 
Note that, strictly speaking, white noise is not in S, but 
can be thought of as the limit of a sequence of signals in S 
whose spectra in the limit approaches a constant matrix. Thus 
in the rest of this paper, we will act as if S includes white 
noise, recognizing that a suitable limiting argument would be 
required to m<.!ce the development rigorous. The term white 
noise will then be used to describe the case where S,.,. = I. 
We will assume that the white signal here is such that when 
it is applied to a strictly proper system the output will be 
bounded, i.e., in .C00(0, oo ). 
We now list some useful spectral analysis facts for a linear 
system G with convolution kernel g(t), input u, and output z 
The following properties are standard: 
• R .... (r) = g(r) • R,.,.(r); 
• Raa(r)=g(r)•R....(r)•g'(-r); 
• Sa..(iw) = G(jw)S.,..,.(jw); 
• Saa(iw) = G(jw)S,.,.(jw)G'(jw). 
These properties are useful in establishing some input and 
output relationships, in particular we have the relationship 
listed in Table 1. Note that the induced norms from energy 
(.C2) to energy, power to power, and spectrum to spectrum 
are all oo-norms. While the the induced norm from spectrum 
to power is the 2-norm, in particular, if the input signal is 
white with unit spectral density, then the power of the output 
equals the 2-norm of the transfer matrix. 
3 Mixed Norm Performance Analysis 
We will examine the norms induced on G with inputs tvo(t) 
and to1 ( t) from different sets. 
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The performance of system is measured by the power of the 
output z(t). Thus our objective is to compute 
(1) 
where Wo is either white or BS and W1 = 81'. This problem is 
referred to as the "mixed 1-£2 and 1-£00 " problem because, from 
the earlier tables, if we ignore to1 then the norm induced on G 
from too to z is the 1-£2 norm; similarly, if we ignore w0 the11 the 
norm induced on G from toi to z is the 1-£00 norm. This mixed 
problem has an important motivation from the robust 1-£2 and 
1-£00 performance analysis which will be discussed later on. It 
turns out that there are several different interpretations that 
can be given to (1), with somewhat different answers. These 
different interpretations will be discussed in the remainder of 
this section. 
Denote the cross spectral of too and toi by S....,.,,, (jw ). Now 
assume G is stable and partition G compatibly with too and 
w1 as [Go G1], where Go is assumed strictly proper (otherwise 
the output signal can have unbounded power). In terms of 
the state-space matrices, this can be represented as 
Now we can compute the power spectral of the output z. To 
do that let 
w := [:] 
Then the spectral density matrix of w can be computed as 
S,,,,,, = [ S:'°...., s....,.,,, ] s..,,,.,,, s.,,,.,,, 
Using this formula and the formula shown before, we get 
and 
These relations form the basis for our study below. 
3.1 Orthogonal Case 
If we assume that wo and w1 are orthogonal, i.e., 
S.,,,,.,,, =O. 
then we have 
(3) 
and the worst signal too is white noise with unit spectral den-
sity matrix, S....,...., =I. This case is the simplest and also the 
least interesting. 
3.2 White and Causal Case 
In this case tvo(t) is IJ88umed to be white with unit spectral 
density, i.e., S.,,,,..,., = I, and toi(t) E 1'. We will further 
assume that w1(t) can be generated from too(t) through a 
strictly causal filter, i.e., s.,,,..,,, = W(a) and W(a) e R.1-£2 
(i.e., Wis strictly proper). This is the next simplest case, and 
the one that will be the main focus of this paper. 
With z denoting the system states, the system equation 
can be written as 
z = Az + Bowo(t) + Biwi(t), IJz(-oo)IJ < oo 
z = Cz + D1w1(t) 
Suppose 'Y > llG11ioo so 'Y > u(Di). Denote R := -y2J - D}D1 
and 
. [ A+ BiR-1 D}C BiR-1 B} ] 
X =Ric -C'(I + D1R-1 DDC -(A+ BiR-1 D}C)' 2: O. 
Theorem 1. Suppose 'Y > llG1lloo· Then 
sup {llzll~ - -y2 1Jw1ll~} = Trace(dc,X Bo) 
wtE1' 
with a worst-case signal w1 = R-1(D}C + B}X)z. 
This follows from differentiating z' X z along solutions of 
the differential equation, then completing the square, and fi-
nally taking the time average integral using the relation R:&1JJO ( 0) = 
!Bo. 
Finally, to compute (1), we have to find a suitable 'Y such 
that 1ii1 E BP, this is given in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let-yo be such that llR('Yo)- 1 (~C+BlX('Yo))zllP = 
1. Then 
sup IJzll~ = Trace(ffoX(-yo)Bo) + -r5. 
W:tEBP 
3.3 Non-white and Non-causal Case 
For the purpose of comparison, we now examine the case when 
w0 is not restricted to be white and Wt is not restricted to be 
a causal function of w0 • This case is more complicated. The 
following study will show that in this case the worst case signal 
w0 is actually white, but the worst case signal w1 is not, in 
general, a causal function of wo. 
Let 'Y > 0 be such that IJG11! 00 < 'Y and without loss of 
generality assume that the spectral density of wo and w1 have 
the following decompositions: 
Swo,,,,, = SooScio 
Swow1 = SooS01 
Sw,W] = So1So1 + S11Si1 
where S00 can be restricted to stable and minimum phase 
transfer matrix, in fact, w0 can be thought as the output of 
the stable system S00 with an unit density white input. 
Introduce the following maximization problem: 
sup {llzll~ - 'Y 2 llw1ll~} = 
VJoEBS, w,E1' 
1 j"" sup -2 Trace[ J]dw woeBS, ""e1' ll" -oo (4) 
where 
J ·- [ Go(jw )• ] • [ SooSoo 
·- G1(jw)• So1Soo 
SooS01 ] [ Go(jw)" ] 
So1So1 + S11Si1 Gi(jw)• 
--y2(So1So1 + S11Si1) 
It can be shown that Trace[J) is maximized by S11 = 0 and 
(5) 
Hence we have 
Trace J = Trace { -y2GoSooSci<P0( -y2 I - G1 Gi)-1} 
Thus 
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sup {llzll~ - 12 llw11l~} 
woeBS, wiE1' 
= 2
1 j"" Trace { -y 2Go~('Y2J - G1Gi)-1} dw 
ll" -oo 
Again, the worst case signal Wo is white with unit spectral 
density Soo = I. 
Theorem 3. Let 'Y be such that 
llw11Jp = 1!<121 - GiG1r1GiGoJJ 2 = 1. (6) 
Then 
with the worst signal wo satisfying Swowo = I and W1 having 
spectral density S"""" = So1S01 where Soi is given by (5). 
Remark 1. Note that from equation (5), it is seen that the 
worst signal w1 can be generated from passing Wo through the 
acausal linear system ('Y2J - GiGi)-1GiGo. 
Remark 2. The case where w1 is assumed to be causal func-
tion of wo, but wo is not restricted to being white, is not solved. 
Examples exist which show that in this case, the worst w0 is 
not white. 
3.4 Comparison of the induced norms 
Note that for any of the assumptions above 
so we have that 
sup llzllp 
.....,ewo.W:1EW1 
~ l!Goll2 + llG1IJ 00 
~ y'2(11Goll~ + 1lG1ll~) 
where Wo is white or bounded spectrum and W1 is bounded 
power (causal or noncausal). Then the relationships among 
the costs of IJzllp in different cases can be summarized a.s 
orthogonal ~ white and causal 
~ nonwhite and causal 
~ nonwhite and noncausal 
= white a.ll.d noncausal 
~ v'2 orthogonal 
Note that the different assumptions make very little difference 
in that actual induced norm. We will focus on the white and 
causal case, because it is the simplest case that we can give 
reasonable meaning to, and it naturally leads to a tractable 
synthesis problem. 
4 Robust '}{2 and 'H00 Performance 
In this section we consider system performance analysis when 
the system model has structured norm-bounded perturbations, 
a.s in the following diagram 
where G is partitioned according to the inputs and outputs as 
G [ Goo Go1 Gm J [ ] = G10 Gu G12 =: Go Gi 
and Go = [ g: J is strictly proper. The uncertainty is struc-
tured such that A E ..:1 where 
..:1 = {diag{Ai,A2,. . .,Am}: A; E (1ioo)t;xt;, llA;1i00 :S 1} 
Again we assume Wo E S and wu e 'P. The robust perfor-
mance problem in this setting concerns the following question: 
when does 
(7) 
hold? 
Unlike the pure 1ioo case, exact analysi~ of this problem 
is difficult, even theoretically. A sufficient condition for this 
problem can be obtained using the mixed norm analysis re-
sults in the previous section. Define a set of scaling transfer 
matrices 
Then Dan-1 = A for all A e ..:1 and D e 7>. 
Let D(a) E 1> and 
Z •- [ Zt ] 
·- D(a)z2 ' 1Dt ·- [ Wn ] ·- D(a)wt2 
Then we have 
z = [ ;~o ;~:1 ;~~;~1 ] [ : ] 
-· ( Go Gi ] [ : ] 
Now consider a mixed norm analysis problem 
Jm = inf sup Jlzllk 2 
DE1'wie7>, .,e.s l1101llp + lltooUs (8) 
Theorem 4. The system satisfies robust performance, i.e., 
(7) holds, if Jm :S 1. 
Now in particular let Wo be such that lltoolls :S 1. Then 
the test Jm :S 1 for a given D E 'D is equivalent to 
{9) 
This can be tested using the results obtained in previous sec-
tions. To get the least conservative test possible, a search on 
D is required. 
Remark 3. The robust performance (7) has two special cases: 
• w0 = 0. This is so called robust 1loo performance prob-
lem. In this case the analysis problem is reduced to 
structured singular value problem, see for example, [Doyle, 
Wall, and Stein, 1982]. For 1 or 2 blocks, the condition 
Jm :S 1 is necessary as well as sufficient for robust per-
formance. 
• '°ll = O. We shall call this problem robust 1£2 perfor-
mance problem. 
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Remark 4. The problem of selecting the best D scalings for 
the mixed problem is not as simple as for the 1loo case, where 
the problem can be reduced to constant matrices at each fre-
quency. Of the various methods available to compute (9), the 
least conservative consistent with the assumptions on A would 
be the white and causal case. 
5 Mixed 11.2 and 11.00 Synthesis 
In this section, we consider the synthesis problem when the 
system is subjected to mixed disturbance signals. Specifically, 
consider the system described by the block diagram 
too 
where again the plant G and controller K are assumed to 
be real-rational and proper. We consider only the white and 
causal case. 
Problem (G) Git1en the plant G, a constant 7, 
ezogenmu aignals tDo, withs.,,,""' =I and W1 E 'P 
depending causally on w0 • The mized 1£2 and 1loo 
optimal control problem is to find a controller K 
such that 
min sup {llzllk - 12llw1llk} 
K wie1> 
ia aoloed, where the minimization ia constrained to 
those K prooiding internal stability. 
The phrase "problem (G)" means the minimization prob-
lem corresponding to the plant "G". In this paper, a controller 
K is said to be an admWible controller if it internally stabi-
lizes G. As mentioned earlier, when Wo = 0 or w1 = 0, the 
induced norm becomes the the 1i2 or 1loo norm, respectively. 
Thus, Problem ( G) is solvable only if the corresponding pure 
1£2 and 1i00 problems are solvable. In this paper, we do not 
usually address the issue of the optimal mixed controller and 
only discuss optimality in terms of a given 7, restricting 7 
to be greater than the corresponding 1ioo optimal level, "Yoo· 
Thus, optimal controller means optimal for a given 7 level. 
Clearly, any mixed optimal controller is a sub-optimal pure 
1£00 controller, but the converse need not be true. 
Lemma 1. Problem (G) is solvable only if there exists a K 
such that llT.n&tJ 11 00 < 7, i.e., the corresponding 1i00 problem 
(w0 = 0) is solvable. 
The results in this paper state tha.t the condition in the 
lemma is not only necessary, but also sufficient. ff a sub-
optimal pure 1£00 controller exists, so 7 > "Yoo, then an (sub-) 
optimal mixed controller also exists. 
Assumptions on the Plant G 
The system has the following realization 
The following assumptions are made: 
(i) (A,B2) is stabllizable and (C2,A) is detectable. 
(ii) D12 has full column rank with [ D12 D[-2 } unitary. 
(iii) Ro = D:zofl'20 > 0 and R1 = D21~1 ~ 0. 
[ 
A-jwl B2 ] (iv) Ci D
12 
has full column rank for all w ER. 
(v) [ A - jwl DBo DBi ] has full row rank for all w ER. 
C2 20 21 
Assumption (i) is clearly necessary for internal sta.bility. The 
essential a.ssumption in (ii) is tha.t D12 has full column rank, 
while the second part of the assumption is only ma.de to sim-
plify the formulas in our solution. There is no loss of general-
ity, since sea.ling can be a.pplied first to bring it to this standard 
form. One should note tha.t unlike the 1t00 problem there is 
no explicit assumption on D21 ; instead we require condition 
on D20, assumption (iii). The significance of assumption (iii) 
is tha.t it insures tha.t the corresponding 1t2 problem is non-
singular. 
Assumption (iv) are ma.de for the sa.me reason as in the 
H2 a.nd Hoo problem to guarantee tha.t the Ricca.ti equa.tion 
associa.ted with the pure H2 problem has a. sta.bilizing solu-
tion. As for the assumption (v), it is wea.ker than the dual 
to (iv), and is a. necessa.ry condition for a. filtering problem 
in the mixed setting to be solva.ble. The assumptions are not 
surprising as we should ha.ve expected tha.t some conditions 
with combined 7t2 and 1t00 fea.tures are required. 
There is no loss of genera.lity in assuming D22 = 0, since 
the controller for the D22 ;/: 0 case can be found from the con-
troller for D22 = 0 ca.se by a. linear fra.ctional transforma.tion 
[see Glover a.nd Doyle, 1988). On the other ha.nd, the solution 
for D11 ;/: 0 ca.se is much more complica.ted a.s can be seen 
from Glover and Doyle (1988) for 1t00 problem. The formulas 
in this paper should genera.lize in the same way. 
Theorem 5. Given -y > 0 and plant G, there exists a con-
troJJer J((s) which solves Problem (G) if and only if the fol-
lowing conditions hold: 
is 
(i) H00 E dom(Ric) and X 00 := Ric(H00 ) 2:: 0 where 
H ·- [ A - B2DbC1 ,-2 B1B~ - B2B2 ] 
00 
.- -qDMDr2)'C1 -(A - B2DbC1)' . 
(ii) There exist L, Y, and P which satisfy 
Y ~ 0 and Atmp + LC2 + RY is stable 
{Atmp + LC2 + RY}P + P{Atmp + LC2 +RY}' 
+(Bo+ LD20)(Bo + LD20)' = 0 
Moreover, when these conditions hold, one such controller 
K(s) := [A+ -y-2B1BfXF
00 
+ B2F00 + LC2 ,-
0
L] 
where fl= -y-2(B1 +LD21)(B1 +LD21)', Atmp = A+-y-2 B1Bf X00 , 
and F00 = -(D~2C1 + B2X00). 
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This theorem can be proven in two steps: 
• using the separation principle in [DZB) to reduce the 
original problem to a. mixed full control problem; 
• solve the mixed full control problem as in [DZB]. This 
involves proving all the conjectures in [DZB]. 
The first step has been presented in [DZB], but the proof 
for the second step is very long and will not be included here 
due to spa.ce limitations. The key ideas in the proof will be 
discussed in the talk, time permitting. 
Remark 5. It would be useful to compare the results in this 
pa.per with those of Bernstein a.nd Ha.dda.d (1989), which have 
a superficial similarity that hints at deeper connections. Un-
fortunately, there isn't spa.ce to fully explore the connections. 
Briefly, our results were definitely inspired by their work, and 
could be viewed as an attempt to improve on it in certain 
respects. In particular, we have given an induced norm inter-
pretation to our performance objective, instead of an a.d hoc 
upper bound. We remove a certain nagging technica.lity that 
is roughly equivalent to assuming a priori that Y in Theorem 5 
exists and is positive definite, which it need not be. Fina.llv 
we prove the necessity of the conditions in Theorem 5. . ' 
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